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Temporal limits to the detection of correlation
in transpositionally symmetric

dynamic dot textures

BILL JENKINS
University of Western Australia, Nedlands, Western Australia, Australia

Adding a delay within spatially correlated point-pairs constituting a dynamic transposi
tionally symmetric texture has three distinct perceptual outcomes (the specific outcome de
pending on the size of the delay): global pattern, coherent motion, and apparent randomness.
The temporal limits for global pattern and coherent motion were measured for eight different
values of the extent of transposition (.11 to .70 deg of visual angle) and for four different stim
ulus sizes (3,6,7, and 9 deg square),with texture density constant at the retina. Temporal limits
for coherent motion varied inversely as a function of increasing spatial separation (.11 deg <
Ad < .42 deg), but beyond this separation (.42 deg < Ad < .70 deg), the limit was invariant as a
function of Ad ("'60 msec). The temporal limit for global pattern was independent of the size of
Ad and fell at "'60 msec, exhibiting spatiotemporal characteristics different from those for co
herent motion.On the basis of this difference, it is suggested that the human visual system pro
cesses the perceptualattributes globalpattern and coherent motion independently, despite their
common correlational basis. Further evidence to support this proposal is provided by the finding
that variations in stimulus size have no effect on the temporal limit for global pattern and have
differential effects on the temporal limit forcoherent motion,dependingon the sizeof Ad.

The use of random-dot textures, first described by
Julesz (1960), has revealed a previously unexpected
ability of the human visual system, that of detecting
correlations between groups of points both binocu
larly (e.g., Julesz, 1960; Ross & Hogben, 1974) and
monocularly (e.g., Glass, 1969; Hobgen, Julesz, &
Ross, 1976). Investigations (in the monocular case,
using bilateral, rotational, and transpositional sym
metries) of the underlying mechanisms that mediate
this correlative ability have manipulated both spatial
and temporal characteristics of the elements that con
stitute the symmetric textures (e.g., Anstis, 1970;
Barlow& Reeves, 1979; Bell& Lappin, 1979; Braddick,
1974; Glass & Switkes, 1976; Hogben, Julesz, &
Ross, 1976; Jenkins, 1982a, 1982b; Lappin & Bell,
1976;Morgan&Ward,1980).

Using bilaterally symmetric dot patterns, in which
each point has a partner reflected across an axis that
is the midpoint for all pairs in the field, Barlow and
Reeves (1979) manipulated the relative position of
symmetric points by "jittering" one dot of each bi
lateral pair about its exact symmetric position. Sim
ilarly, but using transpositionally symmetric dot pat
terns, in which a set of random dots is transposed
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uniformly along a particular orientation and super
imposed on the set of dots in its original position,
Glass and Switkes (1976) examined tolerance for the
manipulation of relative position. They perturbed
points in a random fashion along an arc subtending a
range of angles about the orientation of the transpo
sition, at a fixed separation from the original dot.
Both these procedures demonstrated some tolerance
for spatial manipulation, with transpositional sym
metry allowing a greater degree of manipulation than
bilateral symmetry before the breakdown in sym
metry detection occurred. Breakdown in the detec
tion of transpositional symmetry also occurs as the
separation of the two patterns is increased (Jenkins,
1982b), revealing a linear spatial limitation to the
detection of correlations within the patterns, a limita
tion similar to the disparity limits that exist for stere
opsis.

In addition to these spatial limitations, the tem
poral tolerance of these correlational mechanisms
has been investigated using dot textures (e.g., Bell &
Lappin, 1979; Braddick, 1974; Hogben, Julesz, .&
Ross, 1976; Lappin & Bell, 1976; Morgan & Ward,
1980). The general finding is that tolerance for de
layed correlated information is a rapidly decreasing
function of an increase in the relative extent of trans
formation, whether the dot textures are transposed
uniformly in one direction (e.g., Braddick, 1974;
Lappin & Bell, 1976; Morgan & Ward, 1980) or ro
tated about a common center (Anstis, 1970; Bell &
Lappin, 1979). It also holds between different con-
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struction techniques; that is, this spatiotemporal in
teraction seems to result whether two discrete dot
textures are used (e.g., Lappin 8£ Bell, 1976) or
whether the correlated textures are built up dynam
ically by the sequential plotting of identical point
pair elements (e.g., Morgan 8£ Ward, 1980). In the
latter case, the delay is not between two discrete dot
textures, but is imposed within each point-pair ele
ment in the field, so that as a delay is added to in
dividual point-pair elements, other points that con
stitute the stimulus stream can still be plotted within
this interval.

Detection of correlation in the studies described
above, with the exception of that by Hogben et al,
(1976), utilized, as a basis for measuring the temporal
tolerance, the perceptibility of coherent motion that
results when delays are added to correlated textures.
In the Hogben et al, study, the addition of delay be
tween correlated elements that constituted a bilater
ally symmetric dynamic dot texture resulted in the
deterioration of global pattern to apparent random
ness, without any intervening coherent motion. The
detection of correlation in this case relied totally
upon the presence of nonrandom global pattern.
Uniformity of transposition may be a requisite for
the perception of coherent motion.

An additional observation made independently by
the author and by Morgan and Ward (1980) is that
with dynamically constructed transpositionally sym
metric textures, there are three quite distinct stages
that occur when a uniform delay is imposed between
the correlated points. First, as the delay is added,
there is no apparent change in the stimulus texture,
and the global pattern is still perceptible. Further
delay results in a breakdown of the global pattern
and the emergence of coherent motion. Additional
delay results in a texture that is perceptually indis
tinguishable from an equally dense random-dot tex
ture.

These observations suggest that the correlational
mechanism can maintain, up to a point, the percept
of global pattern despite interposed delay. Similarly,
within limits, it can support the perceptibility of co
herent motion.

A direct examination of the temporal limits to
these two distinct correlational phenomena on the
basis of completed studies is difficult, since there is
no common stimulus type, correlational type,
stimulus size, or density, etc. Therefore, it is the aim
of this study to measure the temporal limits to these
two phenomena and to determine whether they both
conform to established spatiotemporal characteristics.

The two spatial parameters that will be examined
using dynamic transpositionally symmetric textures
(see Jenkins, 1982b, and Morgan 8£ Ward, 1980) are
the extent of translation and stimulus size, with stim
ulus density held constant at the retina.

. Experiment 1 measured the temporal limit for co
herent motion as a function of extent of translation,
Ad. Experiment 2 measured the temporal limit for
global pattern as a function of the same set of values
of Ad. Experiment 3 investigated both temporal
limits as a function of stimulus size, for the same set
of Advalues. The use of transpositionally symmetric
dot textures throughout these experiments allowed
the direct comparison of the limits to both phenom
ena, since both global pattern and coherent motion
occur in these textures, depending upon the par
ticular value of the delay, At, within the spatially cor
related point-pairs.

METHOD

The measurements utilized dynamic dot textures plotted on a
display oscilloscope under computer control (PDP-8/e). The sub
jects viewed the stimulus binocularly, at a viewing distance of
57.3 em. Stimulus luminance was held constant at 1.2 log units
above threshold, with the oscilloscope face luminance maintained
at 1 cd/m" (Spectra Pritchard photometer, Model 1980A-PL,
1-deg aperture). The display oscilloscope was a Hewlett
Packard 1332A, equipped with an ultrashort P 24 phosphor. The
intensity of a point plotted on this type of phosphor has a single
peak with a maximum spectral energy emission at 510 nm, and the
point fades to 10.,. of its original brightness in 1.5 IoIsec.

The construction of dynamic textures involves the rapid se
quential plotting of points on an oscilloscope face within a square
9 x 9 cm region. This region was a 256 x 256 matrix, so that the
location of any point was given by one of 256 possible x-values and
one of 256 possible y-values.

Dynamic transpositionally symmetric textures were constructed
by sequentially plotting independent horizontal point-pairs with
the same Ad. The position of each horizontal point-pair was deter
mined randomly: the x- and y-values were selected independently
of each other (original point) and then the original x-value was
incremented by Ad, providing the x-coordinate for the transposed
point. The y-coordinate for this point was the same as that of the
original point. Both points, the original and the transposed, were
then plotted together with a duration of 1.5 IoIsec and with an inter
val of 100 IoIsec between the plotting of successive independent
point-pairs. It must be emphasized that the dynamic textures con
stitute a continuous train of independent point-pair elements, and
not a sequence of textured "frames" in the cinematographic
manner (e.g., Lappin &; Bell, 1976).

The construction described above applies to the case in which
the original and transposed points are plotted within 5 IoISec' In
order to investigate temporal tolerance for correlated texture, it
was necessary to impose a delay, At, between the correlated points
constituting the texture. Delay was achieved in the following
manner: once a point-pair had been selected, a delay (At) between
the original and transposed points was obtained by lagging the
plotting of one of the two points with respect to the plotting of the
other. To ensure that there was no uniform spatial direction of the
delay, the lagged point could be randomly either the original or the
transposed.

The selection and plotting of new point-pairs continued at the
rate of one pair every 100 IoIsec, irrespective of the size of At, which
could vary continuously through 0 to 190 msec. It was therefore
possible to maintain a continuous stream of point-pairs of a con
stant density, both spatial and temporal, at the retina, whether or
not the stream contained a delay.

To measure the extent of memory for global pattern and co
herent motion, the method of adjustment was used. The subject
manipulated At until a continuously plotted, transpositionally
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FllUre 1. Results of Experiment 1. Tolerable dellY (threshold
At) Is plotted U I funedon of Ad (extent of IPldai dlsplleement),
for three lubJects, ullnl the criterion of "randomnell."
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symmetric texture had no apparent global pattern or no coherent
motion, depending upon the experimental requirements. This ad- .
justment of At was achieved by the use of a set of hand-held but
tons interfaced to the PDP-8/e computer, which enabled the sub
ject to increment or decrement the current value of At while the
textures were being plotted continuously. When the required cri
terion had been reached, the subject pressed a third button, which
produced a printout of this threshold value of At. Twenty such
thresholds were obtained from each subject, providing a mean
threshold value for each Ad investigated. A fourth button that
could be pressed at any time produced a standard comparison
stimulus-an equally dense dynamic random-dot texture-that
subjects were instructed to use in the case of coherent motion. This
was provided because, once coherent motion had disappeared, the
remaining texture was perceptually indistinguishable from an
equally dense random-dot texture.

Eight values of Adwere investigated: .11, .17, .28, .3S, .42, .49,
.60, and.70 deg, All these values were within the spatial limitation
to the perfect detection of transpositional symmetry, as reported
by Jenkins (1982b), and all values of Ad produced a very strong
global pattern with no delay within correlated pairs. At the begin
ning of each block of 20 trials, the experimenter selected the value
of Ad randomly from the defined set. The subject initiated the
stimulus stream, and the value of Atwas then adjusted by the sub
ject until the criterion had been reached. The starting value of At
was selected randomly on each trial, and the sizeof the adjustment
increment was selected randomly on each trial from one of five
possible values: 1, 2, 3, 4, or S msec. Three experienced subjects
were used; all had normal or corrected-to-normal vision.

EXPERIMENT 1

The aim of Experiment 1 was to determine whether
the memory for correlated information giving rise to
coherent motion varied as a function of the extent of
translation, Ad.

Stimulus size was fixed at 7 deg square of visual
angle, and the subjects were instructed to adjust At
until the dynamic texture contained no impression of
coherent motion and was perceptually indistinguish
able from an equally dense, dynamic random-dot
field.

Results and Discussion
The results of Experiment 1, illustrated in Figure 1,

demonstrate the relationship between Ad and At for
the perceptibility of coherent motion in transposi
tionally symmetric dynamic dot textures.

The following aspects of these results should be
noted: (1) The general trend of the memory estimates
for correlated information varies inversely as a func
tion of Ad (for .11 deg __ Ad __ .42 deg), ranging
from rv 170 msec to "'SO msec, respectively. (2) For
Ad> .42 deg, there is no consistent variation in the
memory estimates; they fall generally within the SO
70-msecregion.

These results indicate that, given the addition of a
delay, the visual system is able to detect correlated in
formation more efficiently if the spatial separation
between the correlated textures is small (e.g., .11 deg
of visual angle). Smaller Ad values could have been
investigated, but within these dynamic textures, de
creasing the separation below -v .11 deg made pattern

resolution difficult. However, larger Advalues (Ad>
.42 deg), while providing an equally strong global
pattern, demonstrated quite a different spatiotem
poral interaction, with Ad having no differential ef
fect on memory for correlation. It seems that the vi
sual system is less able to match the correlated tex
tures as they are separated in time and space when Ad
__ .42 deg, but that, beyond this point, the matching
ability is not affected by spatial separation (within
the spatial boundaries for global-pattern perception
in these textures-see Jenkins, 1982b).

This first characteristic is consistent with findings
by Braddick (1974) and Lappin and Bell (1976) with
respect to static dot textures, although a direct com
parison of actual memory duration is impossible on
several grounds.

The difference in the shape of the function for
measured memory above and below Ad=.42 deg
could be the result of observers' adopting different
criteria for the different values of Ad, but this is an
unlikely possibility since there was an objective com
parison stimulus available, that is, the equally dense
random-dot texture, which all observers used fre
quently for all values of Ad. In addition, if the cri
terion had varied, then this would have been reflected
in the distribution of measurements with Ad; but the
standard errors are small ("'2 msec) and approxi
mately equal across different values of Ad, which in
dicates a high degree of consistency within and be
tween Advalues.
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EXPERIMENT 2
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These results indicate that the visual system is able
to detect correlated information supporting global.
pattern independently of the spatial separation, in
dicating no spatiotemporal interaction within the
measured limits.

This absence of spatiotemporal interaction con
trasts strongly with the interaction demonstrated in
the previous experiment for Ad __ .42 deg, This dif
ference in measured temporal tolerance for the two
distinct perceptual outcomes of correlated textures
with interposed delays, global pattern and coherent
motion, suggests that the visual system may process
each of these stimulus characteristics independently.
In other words, there may be separate channels for
processing pattern and motion.

This notion of independent channels, within the
visual system, that process different stimulus dimen
sions and different values within a given dimension is
not new (see Braddick, Campbell, & Atkinson,
1978). In fact, evidencein support of this proposal of
separate channels for pattern and motion has been
provided by Tolhurst (1973) and by others on the
basis, more specifically, of the investigation of cor
relative phenomena (e.g., Anstis, 1970; Lappin &
Bell, 1976; Morgan & Ward, 1980). However, these
latter investigators seem to emphasize the similarity
of the two processes, in particular the importance of
the spatial displacement between the two correlated
textures. Experiments 1 and 2 in this investigation,
however, illustrated differences, with the motion
channel displaying the traditional spatiotemporal
interaction (within limits) and the global-pattern
channel demonstrating that its memory is constant
and apparently indifferent to the spatial separation
of the correlated textures.

Two questions that emerge as a result of these
measurements are: (1) What factor or factors are re
sponsible for these temporal limits and (2) are the
same factors responsible for these limits in both
channels?

In the motion channel, decreasing mean tolerable
delay as a function of increasing spatial displacement
suggests that one factor contributing to the memory
limitation in this channel may be interference. As Ad
is increased, with plotting rate held constant, the
probability that uncorrelated noise points will fall be
tween correlated points increases. Therefore, the
limit may represent some critical value within the vi
sual system, based on the signal-to-noise ratio.

However, in the pattern channel, the memory limit
appears impervious to interference from uncorre
lated points, since it does not change as the probabil
ity of interference increases, with increasing Ad.
Therefore, it may be the case that the two channels
have different bases for their temporal limits.

A test of this interference hypothesis as a basis for
the temporal limit in both cases would be to vary the
signal-to-noise ratio and to examine the subsequent
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Flpre 1. Resalta of Experiment 1. Tolenble delay II plotted u
a function of Ad, for tbree labJedI, ulnl tbe criterion "no aJobai
pattern."

Resultsand Disculllion
The results of Experiment 2, shown in Figure 2,

demonstrate that the memory for global pattern has a
duration of approximately SO msec and that it does
not vary consistently as a function of Ad.
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The aim of Experiment 2 was to measure the
memory for correlated information giving rise to
global pattern and to determine whether this memory
varied as a function of Ad.

Stimulus size was again fixed at 7 deg square of vi
sual angle, with all conditions being identical to those
of Experiment 1. However, in this experiment, the
subjects were instructed to adjust At until the dy
namic texture contained no global pattern.
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The examination of the spatiotemporal interaction
beyond Ad= .70 deg would be useful to determine
whether the asymptote evident in Figure 1 for all ob
servers is maintained. Unfortunately, increasing the
spatial separation, Ad, beyond this figure results in a
weakening of the impression of global pattern at zero
delay, making direct comparison between different
Advalues unsound.

Having established the extent of spatiotemporal in
teraction associated with the memory for correlated
information (in transpositionally symmetric textures)
that gives rise to coherent motion, Experiment 2
measures temporal limits for global pattern in iden
tical textures.



effect on the measured memory. Varying the size of
the stimulus texture, while keeping the plotting rate
constant, results in a disproportionate increase in
noise relative to signal. Increasing stimulus size re
sults in an increase in the number of correlated point
pairs available to the visual system. The signal there
fore increases linearly as a function of increasing
stimulus size; however, noise increases at a greater
rate. This results in a decrease in the signal-to-noise
ratio as the stimulus size is increased. Therefore, if
the temporal limits are based on interference, then as
the stimulus size increases, the temporal limit should
decrease. Experiment 3 examined the effect of
stimulus size on the temporal limits for global pattern
and coherent motion.

EXPERIMENT 3

The aim of Experiment 3 was to examine the effect
of stimulus size on memory for global pattern and
coherent motion.

To achieve this, Experiments 1and 2 were repeated
using three additional stimulus sizes, 3, S, and 9 deg
square. Variation in stimulus size was obtained by
keeping the plotting rate and viewing distance con
stant, and by masking the oscilloscope screen to the
desired extent.
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Results and Discussion
The effect of stimulus size is shown in Figures 3

and 4. First, Figure 3 demonstrates that changing the
stimulus size has no qualitative effect on memory for
global pattern or for coherent motion; the shapes of
the respective functions remain unchanged. Quanti
tative comparisons are best made by examining Fig
ure 4. The obvious constancy of temporal limitation
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Fllun 3. Results of Experiment 3. Mean delay to criterion II
plotted II I function of 4d for botb crlterll ("randomness"
solid points; "no Ilobal plttern" - bollo" points), for four stim
ulus sizes (3 dq squln, vertiCil trllnlle; 5 dq squan, Iquan;
7 dellqUln, circle; 9 dq IqUln, Inverted trlanlle). Tbe dlta In
pooled IcrOIl subjects. Tbe lines Join tbe means of tbe dlffennt
stimulussizes.

STIMULUS SIZE

(degrees of visual angle)

Fllun 4. Results of Experiment 3. Mean delay to criterion II
plotted II I function of stimulus IIIze for Individual values of 4d,
for botb criteria ("randomness" -solid points and line; "no
lIobai pattern" - boDo" points and dlSbed line). Tbe data are
pooled acroll subjects. Tbe diameter of tbe data points corre
sponds to tbe laflest obtained standard error.

for global pattern provides a suitable baseline for
both the qualitative and quantitative variations in
memory for coherent motion, both as a function of
4d and of stimulus size.

There is no consistent effect of stimulus size on the
temporal limit for global pattern, for any value of
4d. Tolerable delay for coherent motion, however, as
a function of this factor, is more complex. Overall
there is an effect of stimulus size [F(3,6) =13.6,
p < .OS] and an effect of 4d [F(7,14)=S3.S, p < .OS];
however, there is also a significant interaction be
tween stimulus sizeand 4d [F(21 ,42)=2.06, p < .OS],
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which can best be considered by comparing the
values of Ad< .42 deg and those of Ad > .42 deg (see
the left and right sides of Figure 4, respectively). For
the former Ad values, increasing stimulus size results,
generally, in an increase in tolerable delay; for the
latter, however, there is no apparent trend.

The results of Experiment 3 add further evidence
for the distinction between channels that process
global pattern and coherent motion. Not only do
these channels have different spatiotemporal charac
teristics, but these characteristics behave in different
ways as a function of increasing stimulus size.

The interference hypothesis, at least in its simple
form, as expressed above, is not consistent with these
data. Increasing noise by increasing stimulus size
does not result in the expected decline in temporal
limit; in fact, for Ad< .42 deg, tolerable delay in the
coherent-motion channel increases with stimulus
size, compared with no systematic variation at all for
Ad> .42 deg. This suggests that, in addition to the
distinction between channels for global pattern and
coherent motion, a distinction must be made within
this latter channel on the basis of the extent of spatial
displacement.

If the limits of both channels were directly related
to the correlational process, then increasing the num
ber of signal elements should result in more effective
correlation and, presumably, therefore, less suscep
tibility to noise. This hypothesis is consistent with the
limit in the coherent-motionchannel for Ad < .42 deg,
since for these values of Ad, increasing the signal
strength results in an increase in tolerable delay.
However, this hypothesis does not account for the re
maining findings. Increasing signal strength has no
effect on memory for global pattern or for memory
for coherent motion beyond Ad =.42 deg.

However, several other factors covary with in
creasing stimulus size. As the size increases, with the
intensity of points and the plotting rate held con
stant, the total intensity of the stimulus increases,
although the average luminance per unit area remains
constant. The total number of correlated elements
also increases, although the density per unit area re
mains constant. A further factor is the heterogeneity
of the retina: with an increase in size, more eccentric
parts of the retina are stimulated and these differ
entiable areas may have different temporal
responses. The effect of each of these factors is cur
rently being investigated.

With no delay, the limit to the perceptibility of
global pattern in transpositionally symmetric textures
has been investigated by Jenkins (1982b), who found
that the limit varied as a function of stimulus size,

position on the retina, and frequency composition,
but remained constant with variations in plotting
rate, which suggests that the spatial limit may not be
a function of interference (a hypothesis suggested by
other investigators; e.g., Stevens, 1978) but may be
due to some structural limitation within the correla
tional mechanism. By analogy from the spatial to the
temporal domain, the apparent complexity of the
spatiotemporal characteristics of the correlative
mechanism demonstrated by Experiments 1, 2, and 3
suggests that the limitation may not be a function of
simple interference or of correlational efficiency, but
of the temporal response characteristics of like
sensitive cell types constituting different channels in
the human visual system.
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